as well as on inhomogeneous but isotropic models. We provide a broad overlook into these cosmological scenarios and several aspects of data analysis. In particular, we review a number of systematic issues of SN Ia analysis that include magnitude correction techniques, selection bias and their influence on the inferred cosmological constraints. Furthermore, we examine the isotropic and anisotropic components of the BAO data and their individual relevance for cosmological model-fitting. We extend the discussion presented in earlier works regarding the inferred dynamics of cosmic expansion and its present rate from the low-redshift data. Specifically, we discuss the cosmological constraints on the accelerated expansion and related model-selections. In addition, we extensively talk about the Hubble constant problem, then focus on the low-redshift data constraint on H 0 that is based on CC. Finally, we present the way in which this result compares the two of high-redshift H 0 estimate and local (redshift zero) measurements that are in tension.
Introduction
The current cosmological paradigm has been well developed over decades of severe scrutiny with general relativity (GR) as the underlying framework. A century after its first proposal [78] , GR still reigns as the most complete description of gravity, also owing to the recent observations of gravitational waves [2] . In this era of precision cosmology, the observations of "high-redshift" cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) [114, 195] and several "lowredshift" observables provide us with very high constraining power on the cosmological parameters. While the technical advancements in the observational cosmology help us to acquire a wealth of data, we are yet unable to formulate a theoretical model with well understood components, i.e., content of the universe. The dark sector of the Uni-verse comprises of non-luminous dark matter (DM) component and a mysterious dark energy (DE) component. The latter is pivotal to explain the late-time acceleration phase of the cosmic expansion, which was for the first time directly confirmed with the observations of type Ia supernovae by Riess et al. [207] and Perlmutter et al. [191] , and further supported with more recent SN Ia data [235, 32] . Other low redshift data, including cosmic chronometers (CC) [124] and the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) [81] also support an accelerating universe. As an independent observation, the CMB data from Planck Collaboration et al. [195] (hereafter P15) are in excellent agreement with these results and they provided the most stringent constraints on the cosmological models. Interestingly, Planck mission provided the temperature anisotropy map at the precision of cosmic-variance. In fact, the current and future CMB experiments are focused on polarisation maps and secondary anisotropies (see e.g. [62, 227] ).
The low-redshift data has undergone several important improvements in the last decade. As the SN Ia compilations gather more and more SN, it demands for a more robust statistical method to compile a homogeneous dataset that can be implemented to test cosmological models. The most used compilation has been provided as the joint light-curve analysis (JLA) dataset in Betoule et al. [32] , with 740 selected SN Ia up to redshift z 1.4. On the other hand, the BAO data has undergone its fair share of advancement with the latest Sloan digital sky survey (SDSS) data release in Alam et al. [7] . The observations of BAO feature in the crosscorrelated Lyman-α spectrum at z ∼ 2.4 [63, 90] have complemented the galaxy-clustering data at lower redshifts to provide more stringent constraints and the ability to distinguish the dynamics of different cosmological models [109] . Complementing these two stringent datasets and CC, which provide measurements of the expansion rate at different redshifts, is a powerful tool for estimating the Hubble constant value-H 0 [164] .
As a matter of fact, the Hubble constant is an important cosmological parameter that defines the extragalactic distance scale, through the Hubble radius d H = c/H 0 . It can be constrained both from CMB measurements and lowredshift data. The estimate of H 0 from high-redshift data is strongly correlated to the cosmic expansion history, and hence, the presumed theoretical model used in data analysis. Similarly, the Hubble constant value obtained from the low-redshift data is specifically correlated to the late-time dynamics of the cosmic expansion. Therefore, there have been many attempts to provide an independent local measurement of the Hubble constant that does not rely on the theoretical model of the cosmic expansion (for a review see Freedman & Madore [92] , Freedman [91] ). Unfortunately, the most stringent CMB-based estimate by Planck Collaboration et al. [196] , H 0 = 66.93 ± 0.62 km s −1 /Mpc is in tension with the most precise direct measurement by Riess et al. [206] , H 0 = 73.45 ± 1.66 km s −1 /Mpc. Besides a number of open problems, the standard model of cosmology is very successful in explaining all observations. Nevertheless, the increasing amount of cosmological data begs for more robust statistical methods to test the same and other theoretical possibilities. Among many others, scalar field DE models and modified gravity scenarios have been the most sought out alternatives to the standard model, to attribute a physical nature to the late-time acceleration phase. In this respect we have studied several extensions of the standard model using the low-redshift data, which are crucial to describe the late-time dynamics of the universe and provide strong evidence for the accelerated expansion [108] . In addition, we also consider a different class of models, based on the Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) metric, which describes an isotropic but inhomogeneous Universe [144] , to stress the dependence of the Hubble constant estimates on the assumed theoretical model.
In this article we briefly summarise our work using the low-redshift datasets to test cosmological models, presented in Luković et al. [164] , Haridasu et al. [108, 109] . We have progressively taken into account the contemporary discussions regarding the SN Ia analysis and the ever most recent BAO data. We begin by providing a broad overlook into the cosmological scenarios in Section 2, then we review the SN Ia analysis in Section 3, followed by a brief introduction to the BAO dataset in Section 4. In Section 5 we address the direct measurements and the model-dependent methods of estimating the present cosmic expansion rate. The resulting constraints on the cosmological models and on the present expansion rate are discussed in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively. Finally, we summarise our findings in Section 8. Throughout the article, the values of cosmic expansion speed, e.g. H 0 , are always quoted in assumed units of km s −1 /Mpc.
Theoretical scenarios
The story of the cosmological constant Λ starts 100 years ago, following the first attempts to construct a relativistic model of the Universe. The original idea for Λ was very different from the way in which it is used today. It was personal conviction of Einstein [79] that the Universe should be static and eternal, which gave rise to the introduction of an additional term in his field equations (EE) of general relativity:
The cosmological constant multiplies the metric tensor g µ ν and, therefore, this term satisfies the covariant zero-divergence, with the energy-momentum tensor (T µ ν ) and the Einstein tensor (G µ ν ). Einstein arrived to Eq. (2.1) on the basis of symmetry, trying to relate the geometry of the space-time from one side to the matter-energy content on the other side, via only a proportionality constant κ. Although the additional term with cosmological constant is permitted as it is following the symmetry of energy-momentum tensor and EE [170, 161, 162] , the physicists have been ever since puzzled with the underlaying nature of this term (for a historical review see O'Raifeartaigh et al. [187] ). At the beginning, Einstein assumed a specific negative value for Λ that counterparts the effect of the mass-energy content, in order to construct a static metric and the model of the eternal Universe. As it often happens in the development of science, the observations of Hubble [119] provided evidence for the cosmic expansion, contrary to Einstein's expectation (see also Lemaître [150] ). This lead to reduced interest in the model of the Universe with cosmological constant, until only three decades ago [27, 77, 26] . Not long after, the observations of high-redshift supernovae of type Ia (SN Ia) revealed the present accelerating phase of the cosmic expansion [207, 191] . While the existence of dark matter component is well accepted phenomena (see e.g. Luković et al. [163] ), the accelerated expansion is not expected in a universe consisting of baryons and cold dark matter alone. This strongly supported the need for an extra component, today referred to as dark energy.
Adding a cosmological constant term to the left hand side of Eq. (2.1), as Einstein did, has the same effect as adding a covariant energy density with negative pressure to the right hand side. This early interpretation of cosmological constant was given in 1918 by Schrödinger [221] , right after Einstein's (see also Harvey [110] ). Much later the mysterious energy density was suggested to be the vacuum energy [259, 219] , but that was only a beginning. The search for the physical interpretation of dark energy, which still evades our understanding, has led to a cascade of theoretical scenarios. Field theory provides an ideal framework for describing DE as a dynamical fluid. Scalar fields with slowly varying potentials [201, 190, 252, 241] , or models in which the acceleration is driven by the kinetic energy of scalar fields [52] belong to this class. Alternatively, one may consider that gravity itself is weakened on large scales, i.e. that there is a low-energy modification to general relativity (GR) which would effectively produce the late-time acceleration [55] . Although possible, such GR discrepancies are difficult to test experimentally. Degeneracies in different theoretical scenarios led to the difficulty of choice, encouraging the development of methods for model selection [182] . Among all, the simplest homogeneous and isotropic model with positive cosmological constant and pressureless matter content (ΛCDM) stands out, as it remarkably fits in concert with both CMB and low-redshift observations. Commonly known as standard model in cosmology, ΛCDM is also very well supported by the predictions of baryon matter content from primordial nucleosynthesis. The extensive matter distribution surveys available today are fundamental to establish the late time evolution of the universe, necessary to distinguish theoretical models based on their dynamics. This challenging task is the most sought out problem in cosmology today.
A study of properties of the Universe through the use of astrophysical data available today, first of all, requires the theoretical expectations for relevant astrophysical observables. The following subsections present a number of different cosmological models with viable explanations for latetime evolution and provide analytical expressions for the cosmic expansion rate and distance measures. In our work, we adopt the approach of parametrising relevant physical quantities using standard methods for model-fitting and data analysis.
Concordance model of cosmology and its extensions
The first practical solution for cosmological metric that satisfies the EE was found by Friedmann [95, 96] and subsequently further developed [151, 212, 247] . The FLRW metric describes a homogeneous and isotropic cosmic fluid:
Here R(t) is a scale factor in units of length, while the reduced scale factor can also be introduced as a(t) = R(t)/R 0 , relative to the value at the present age of the Universe, R 0 = R(t 0 ). The curvature parameter k = −1, 0, +1 characterises the open, flat, and closed geometry, respectively. Assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy together embody the cosmological principle and represent the building blocks of the standard model of cosmology. In this framework, the cosmic expansion rate, or Hubble parameter, is defined as
which is a function of redshift z.
The dynamical properties of a cosmic fluid depend on its contents. For the study of late-time cosmic evolution, relevant constituents of the cosmic fluid are baryons, dark matter and dark energy. Each component is characterised with pressure p, density ρ and equation of state (EoS) parameter w ≡ p/ρ. While baryons and dark matter are both considered to be cold and pressureless (w ≡ 0) during this epoch, the dynamical features of dark energy fluid have been a matter of discussion [58, 25] . A simple and natural framework for the study of late-time dynamical expansion and cosmological constant problem is given by scalar fields. The first consideration of scalar fields in cosmology was proposed by Guth [105] to explain the inflationary paradigm. Later they were extensively explored for various purposes, among which is the nature of dark energy. The DE field models are generally assumed with a background FLRW metric. There exists a wealth of literature in this context (for review see e.g. Copeland et al. [59] , Li et al. [154] ). As already mentioned, the cosmological constant can be interpreted as DE fluid with negative pressure, i.e. w = −1. The key change in dynamical dark energy models is that the pressure and energy density have freedom to evolve in time, and hence, have a varying EoS parameter w φ (z), defined by the nature of the scalar field. Quintessence field models are the simplest among them. Inspired from the inflationary models, they are characterised by a canonical scalar field that is minimally coupled to gravity [45, 267, 241] . However, many alternative classes of non-canonical fields have been proposed: kessence models, whose kinetic term gives rise to late time acceleration [52, 21, 20] ; tachyon fields [24, 188] ; interacting DE [56, 16, 43] ; early DE models [232, 74] , which try to alleviate some conceptual problems of cosmological constant; Chaplygin gas models [131, 199, 64, 197] ; phantom DE field, which have w < −1 [44, 46, 47] et cetera.
The content of the Universe is related to its expansion rate through the Friedmann equation: 
The case of constant EoS parameter w ≡ −1 and
represents the flat ΛCDM model of the Universe. Likewise, the flat wCDM model considers the dark energy fluid with free but constant EoS parameter w −1, hence different from the concordance model. Indeed, all ΛCDM extensions have more model parameters characterising them. For this reason, models that study the dynamics of dark energy usually keep the assumption of flat geometry Ω k = 0, effectively reducing the number of free parameters. Such an assumption is also justified by the curvature constraints based on observations of CMB temperature anisotropies [114, 195] . Nevertheless, curvature contribution can also be studied by considering the free curvature parameter Ω k 0. We note these models as, e.g., kΛCDM and kwCDM.
While each form of the DE Lagrangian and specifically of the field's potential produce different dynamical evolutions, the constraining power of the current data is limited and, hence, it is preferable to control the number of the degrees of freedom in data analysis. To this end, cosmologists consider analytic parameterisations for w(z) function with only a few free parameters [158, 123, 86, 258] . Among these, perhaps the simplest and the most used one is a first order Taylor expansion of the EoS parameter with respect to (w.r.t.) the scale factor today, proposed by Chevallier & Polarski [51] , Linder [157] . Also known as the CPL parametrisation, it reads:
Flat model with this dynamic EoS parameter we note as w 0 w a CDM. An alternative explanation for late-time accelerated expansion is that the underlaying laws of gravity are governed not by GR, but by a different theory. Plenty of distinctive, considerable scenarios have been developed for exploring this possibility, broadly called modified gravity models [229, 129, 55] . Since parameterised DE models are simply examining the deviation from the standard ΛCDM model, this approach can be effectively used for studying the dynamics of cosmic expansion in the most of modified gravity models as well [159, 8] . However, the physical interpretation of the cosmological parameters would not be the same as in DE models. Perhaps the only way to phenomenologically disentangle pure DE from the modified gravity models is at medium cosmic scales, e.g. by observing the formation and evolution of the large-scale structures [130] .
The wealth of astrophysical data in modern age is enabling us to constrain different cosmological distance measures. For instance, observations of SN Ia provide us with the measurement of luminosity distance d L . Contrastingly, the observations of baryon acoustic peak in matter power spectrum constrain the transverse (angular) comoving distance, d M , together with the Hubble parameter, H. However, BAO data are also frequently reported in terms of the comoving volume averaged angular diameter distance, d V , and the Alcock & Paczyński [9] parameter, AP. In models based on FLRW metric, these distance measures are calculated according to the equations:
Often we use the dimensionless variables as:
in BAO analysis, and
in SN Ia analysis. Here r d (usually ∼150 Mpc) is the sound horizon at the drag epoch and d H = c/H 0 3000h −1 Mpc is the Hubble radius. The presented formulae are used for fitting low-redshift data to cosmological models based on FLRW metric.
Power-law cosmologies
A power-law cosmological model has been a well sought out alternative framework to the standard Friedmann cosmology owing to its simplistic modelling and ease to test against the data. In a flat, power-law cosmological model the scale factor evolves in time as a(t) ∝ t n (t being the proper time), with the Hubble equation
1/n . It has been shown in Dolgov [73] that classical fields nonminimally coupling to spacetime curvature can give rise to a back-reaction from singularities, which can change the nature of expansion from exponential to power-law. In the context of acceleration, power-law cosmologies with n ≥ 1 have been explored against data in several works such as [101, 67, 264, 72, 200] , finding n ∼ 1.5 consistently.
Another class of models that have been of interest are the linear coasting models [126, 68] . Such a model can be obtained as a specific case of the power-law cosmology with n = 1. In the more recent literature, these models have also been studied under the alias as the R h = ct models [173] . A number of works [171, 172] argue that R h = ct model is statistically preferred over the standard ΛCDM model. On the contrary, several other works [33, 224, 242, 108, 160] , using more recent data and in particular joint-analysis of several low-and high-redshift data, have shown that the linear and power-law models are highly disfavoured, when compared with the standard model. Furthermore, Lewis et al. [152] claim that a model like R h = ct gives rise to an extended period of primordial nucleosynthesis which in turn results in lower abundances of light elements.
The linear coasting models are often misinterpreted (c.f. [175, 33] ) as the empty Milne model [174] with Ω m = Ω Λ = 0, as the functional form of the Hubble expansion rate is exactly the same for the two. However, the Milne model describes an empty universe with the curvature parameter Ω k = 1, satisfying the closure equation. Whereas, the R h = ct model is generally considered as a flat model with Ω k = 0, but could also have arbitrary curvature. Hence, the geometrical distance measures in these two models are clearly not the same, and the two models perform differently when compared against the data [108] . Although coinciding with the power-law model for n = 1, the flat R h = ct model is often physically interpreted as the FLRW model with a constant total EoS parameter w tot = −1/3 [173] . It is worthwhile noting that, more generally, the standard Friedmann Eq. (2.4) reduces to the functional form of any power-law model for selected parameter values: Ω m = 0, Ω DE = 1 and
14)
The power-law and R h = ct models are unable to provide any further understanding for the content of the universe, which also makes it harder to study the structure formation and physics of early universe. However, the presented functional equivalences can be conveniently used to compare and discuss the data constraints inside of the wCDM model itself.
Challenging the cosmological principle: LTB models
Soon after the Friedmann solution of the EE, the cosmological metric was extended to a more general solution describing the isotropic, but inhomogeneous fluid. It was found by Lemaître [151] , and later developed further by Tolman [239] , Bondi [37] . In the case of a pressureless cosmic fluid, this solution, known as LTB metric (see also Krasiński [144] ), can be written as
Here k(r) determines the spatial curvature of 3D space, while the derivatives w.r.t. comoving radial coordinate r and w.r.t. time t are denoted using prime and dot symbols, respectively. As in the case of FLRW metric, R(r, t) is the scale factor in units of length, and we can introduce the reduced scale factor as well: a(r, t) ≡ R(r, t)/R 0 (r), with R 0 (r) ≡ R(r, t 0 ). As mentioned above, the reason for introducing dark energy into the cosmological models was to explain the present accelerated state of the Hubble flow confirmed firstly by the SN Ia observations. However, in inhomogeneous cosmological model, the functional form of the cosmic expansion w.r.t. redshift (H(z)) can have the same feature of (apparent) acceleration at low redshifts not due to the presence of a component with negative pressure, but due to a gradient in the matter density profile. Although such a cosmological model does not need dark energy to explain the apparent acceleration, it would mean that we are positioned at a special place in the Universe -in a giant underdense region, also called the void. The bare existence of a giant void is going against the cosmological principle. In principle, the cosmic isotropy is well confirmed from CMB observations, while the tests of homogeneity are not as easy to perform, also because of difficulty to differ temporal and spatial evolution on the past light cone, e.g. [165, 53, 134, 254, 35] ). Following the findings from high-redshift SN Ia, the void models gained popularity as the alternative explanation for cosmic acceleration [48, 84, 183, 234] .
Owing to inhomogeneity of the cosmic fluid, all its parameters such as pressure, density and EoS parameter w may depend not only on time, but also on the radial coordinate, introducing a more complex picture. In addition, the LTB model is characterised with two expansion rates, the radial and the transverse one:
The local expansion rate at the present time is given by H 0 ≡ H (r = 0, t 0 ) = H ⊥ (r = 0, t 0 ). LTB models often consider a cosmic fluid composed of a pressureless inhomogeneous cold matter (with w = 0) and, possibly, a dark energy fluid (with EoS parameter e.g. w = −1). 
As in the FLRW model,
0 (r) are rescaled densities in units of the critical density. For each shell we have Ω m (r) + Ω k (r) + Ω Λ (r) ≡ 1. In the special cases of Ω Λ (r) ≡ 0 or Ω k (r) ≡ 0, the Eq. (2.17) can be integrated analytically, while in general has to be solved numerically.
LTB models can have various matter density profiles, but probably the simplest and the most studied one is the Gaussian profile:
Here Ω in ≤ Ω out are the density parameters at the centre and outside of this underdense region, while the parameter ρ defines its size. The value of Ω out is fixed to the asymptotic background homogeneous model in order to be consistent with the inflationary paradigm. One can see that r → ∞ recovers FLRW model with Ω m = Ω out .
Only the observer located at the very centre of the void will enjoy the isotropic view of the Universe, while the offcentre position inside the void will introduce a level of anisotropy. The angular diameter distance for the on-centre observer [82] is isotropic and equal to
Since the Etherington duality relation
This is obviously in a privileged position and against the Copernican principle. The off-centre location of the observer gives rise to some complication of the mathematical formalism (see Alnes & Amarzguioui [10] ), but all the relevant observables can be derived.
Type Ia supernovae
Since the discovery of stellar parallax [31] and period-luminosity relation of Cepheids [149] , measuring distances to astrophysical objects on the celestial sphere has remained a very difficult task. The most reliant objects for measuring cosmological distances up to date are supernovae Ia. Specifically, the observations of high-redshift SN Ia most prominently influenced the development of concordance model and especially the cosmological constant dilemma [88] . Although among cosmologists they have risen to popularity by being the best known high-redshift standard candles, today we know that SN Ia are not perfect standard candles. Luckily, the variation of their luminosities can be further reduced with standardisation techniques. The methods for standardising SN Ia are based on observed phenomenology and correlations between their intrinsic parameters. However, the theoretical aspects are not completely understood [185, 41, 117] . This led to various discussions about the statistical analyses of SN Ia and the quality of cosmological inferences derived from SN Ia datasets. In this section we chronologically revise the improvements in both the data available and the standardisation methods in use, as well as their effects on the cosmological constraints.
From dozens to a thousand SN Ia
The first big projects dedicated to the discovery and systematic observation of SN Ia at high redshifts started during the last decade of the XX century. Two teams -one led initially by Brian P. Schmidt and then by Adam Riess, and the other one led by Saul Perlmutter -provided large enough samples of high-redshift SN Ia for the first significant evidence of an accelerated cosmic expansion. Riess et al. [207] used 16 high-redshift and 34 nearby SN Ia to place constraints on the cosmological parameters: the data favour a current accelerated state of the Universe at more than 3σ confidence level, implying a positive value for the cosmological constant. Combining the original observations of 42 high-redshift SN Ia with the Calán/Tololo Supernova Survey at redshifts below 0.1, Perlmutter et al. [191] found Ω Λ = 0.7 ± 0.1 for flat ΛCDM model. Since then, the Supernova Cosmology Project, co-founded by Perlmutter, contributed to the largest SN datasets, such as Constitution (397 SN from Hicken et al. [112] ), Union2.1 (580 SN drawn from 19 datasets, see Suzuki et al. [235] ), and finally the Joint Lightcurve Analysis (JLA) dataset that unifies measurements of 4 major subsamples in a joint statistical analysis [32] (hereafter B14). Consisting of 740 selected SN Ia, JLA dataset was carefully implemented to overcome the most important limitations identified in earlier analyses, and were ever since used for testing cosmological models and studying the dark energy paradigm. Nevertheless, the number of observed SN Ia still rises as the most recent Pantheon Sample has 1049 selected SN Ia ranging from 0.01 < z < 2.3 [223, 127] .
Standardisation techniques
The supernova explosion happens extremely fast on the astronomical scales, but it is not an immediate process. Within a period of weeks the SN Ia luminosity changes by several magnitudes, reaching the peak of the lightcurve, decreasing and then fade more steadily. The accepted model of SN Ia is that they arise from a thermonuclear explosion of a white dwarf star, triggered by reaching the maximum mass of the degenerate core -the Chandrasekhar limit. The explosion happens at the same stage of the star evolution in almost equal environments, which is why the mechanism is expected to be the same, with characteristic spectral properties and the same luminosity curve. This type of an astronomical object, with the same luminosity (or the peak luminosity) is called a standard candle. Observing the standard candles at different redshifts allows us to measure the distance modulus, i.e. the difference between the apparent magnitude and the constant absolute magnitude, as the function of redshift (see Eq. (3.1)). The distance modulus is directly related to the value of luminosity distance at that redshift, which in turn depends on the expansion rate of the Universe. The measured value of the SN Ia flux needs to be rescaled to the B-band in the SN rest frame. The relation to cosmology is simply expressed via the distance modulus µ:
Here m B and M B are the true apparent and the true absolute magnitudes in B-band of the SN rest frame, while D L is a Hubble constant-free dimensionless luminosity distance that depends only on the cosmological model C , but not on H 0 (c.f. Section 2.1). Having a constant M B , standard candles allow us to directly relate the measured apparent magnitude m B with the cosmology. Although the physical ignition mechanism for the thermonuclear explosion is expected to be the same, SN Ia are not perfect standard candles, as their peak luminosities were found to vary by few magnitudes [192] . Luckily, from the earliest SN Ia observations, various correlations between the peak luminosity and other physical properties of SN have been found. The most important one is the correlation between SN peak luminosity and the initial decline rate of the lightcurve [198] . This correlation later led to the Phillips relation [192] and finally to the absolute magnitude correction described by the lightcurve stretch factor [102] , which was later implemented in the SALT lightcurve fitter (see Guy et al. [107, 106] ). In addition to this, the JLA analysis uses a magnitude correction based on the SN colour (B-V), as proposed by Tripp [240] , and on the host galaxy mass [135, 125, 139] . Nevertheless, there are other proposals to exploit, for example, the correlation of the SN luminosity with its metallicity [111, 244, 178] . Therefore, every SN Ia can be characterised by its redshift (z), its apparent B-band magnitude at the peak (m B ), its stretch and colour factors (s and c), and the host galaxy mass (given as log 10 M/M ). The peak B-band absolute magnitude of SN Ia (M B ) is then corrected in the following way:
where α, β and ∆M are the correction coefficients for stretch, colour and the host galaxy mass, respectively. These coefficients, together with M corr B , are the nuisance parameters to be considered in the statistical analysis. Unlike the linear corrections for the stretch and colour, the step function θ adds a constant correction ∆M to the SN located in host galaxies with masses higher than 10 10 M . The systematic difficulty with these corrections is that they are valid only for the true values of stretch and colour, while their estimates have significant error bars. On average, the largest correction term is due to colour that is accounting for the reddening and for the intrinsic SN Ia colour. Several alternative SN Ia analysis are addressing this issue by performing the standardisation in different ways, as will be explained in the following.
Besides the rest frame B-band, the observations in the NIR-band of the SN rest frame and the corresponding lightcurve can be used with the analogous NIR distance modulus [69, 253] . In fact, the scatter of the NIR peak luminosities is about two times smaller than for the B-band, and it can be further reduced with the respective standardisation techniques for NIR lightcurve stretch [133] . While a complete understanding of the physics of SN Ia explosion is not yet available (see also Hillebrandt & Niemeyer [113] , Wang & Han [248] ), the empirical standardisation relations represent the first order corrections to the peak absolute magnitude that significantly decrease the intrinsic scatter of the distance moduli, making SN Ia standardisable candles.
The novelty of JLA is that it analyses together all observational data of SN Ia that include light-curves and spectra, by applying the same fitting model to each supernova [107, 106] , and finally providing their astrophysical properties such as peak apparent magnitude, stretch and colour. Ergo, the statistical analysis of B14 has already been adopted as the standard for testing cosmological models.
Hubble residual
Various astrophysical and observational aspects of SN Ia are oversimplified in the JLA procedure, leading to several criticisms, proposed extensions and alternative statistical methods for SN Ia analysis [138, 167, 225, 214, 184, 226, 153] . As previously mentioned, the standardisation reduces the intrinsic scatter of absolute magnitudes, but what if a significant residual intrinsic variation remains even after the magnitude corrections? The remaining intrinsic differences of SN Ia progenitors, circumstellar dust, or viewing angle [104, 132] , which are not included in correction method, could be the origin of residual scatter. In addition, the unconsidered systematic errors sum up with the residuals of the standardisation technique in a way that makes them difficult to distinguish from each other. Wrong estimates of stretch and colour lead to wrong corrections, also contributing to the intrinsic scatter of absolute magnitude. Eq. (3.1) shows a clear degeneracy between M B and d H . Hence, the total scatter of corrected absolute magnitudes can be presented as the scatter in the estimates of Hubble constant. In fact, this remaining scatter is also called Hubble residual.
Large intrinsic scatter, σ int , can affect and bias the results of the SN Ia analysis and the constraints on cosmological models. Therefore, there have been developed many techniques for treating it. Commonly, σ int is determined for each SN sample by adding its value in square to the apparent magnitude error bars (see e.g. Kowalski et al.
[143], Conley et al. [57] , Blondin et al. [34] ). A perfect value of the added error is estimated such that it rescales the χ 2 per degree of freedom to be equal to 1 for that SN sample. However, this method requires a fiducial cosmological fit for calculation of χ 2 in each sample, or an iterative convergence fit. B14 use a method of restricted log-likelihood that splits the data in redshift bins and fits them separately without assumption of cosmological model inside the bin. The limit of their method is the statistical precision -only 7 bins are used in total, with average width of ∆z 0.3. Certainly, increasing the apparent magnitude error bars is seemingly removing any variation, but there have been other methods proposed for dealing with the Hubble residual. Kim [138] introduce the approach of fitting σ int simultaneously with the cosmological parameters. In contrast to this, Shafieloo [225] claims that their Bayesian method of crossing statistics can naturally take care of the intrinsic dispersion inside of the absolute magnitude posterior distribution. Another Bayesian hierarchical model [167] directly assumes that corrected SN Ia absolute magnitudes have values from the Normal distribution N(M corr B , σ int ). The same assumption is followed by Nielsen et al. [184] (hereafter N15), but in a frequentist likelihood approach. They use a common Hubble residual for the whole SN dataset, although one does expect Hubble residual to be different from one subsample to another due to the systematical differences. Rubin et al. [214] go further ahead by saying that unexplained dispersion should not be attributed to absolute magnitude alone, but instead distributed over all measured parameters. Contributions from magnitude, stretch and colour are considered, as well as the sample dependence on dispersion 1 . Nevertheless, we can only hope that these residuals are purely random and do not depend on the redshift. For example, a possible redshift dependence of α and β correction factors is often tested for [136, 169, 214] . The authors found no evidence for a redshift evolution of the stretch correction factor, α, while a decreasing colour correction factor, β(z), was preferred in two studies of Shariff et al. [226] , Li et al. [153] . The correction Eq. (3.2) is assumed to be valid only for true values of SN parameters. Wrong estimates of stretch and colour values undoubtedly contribute to dispersion. In fact, the average error bars of s and c are of the order of 40% − 50% of their respective standard deviations. Hence, the face-values derived by the SALT2 fitter (and used directly in JLA approach) are not good estimates for the true values of SN parameters. This motivated March et al. [167] , Nielsen et al. [184] , Shariff et al. [226] to consider intrinsic probability distributions for magnitudes, stretches and colours. These authors also argue that host galaxy mass correction term (which is used in B14) has little effect on the cosmological parameters, regardless the positive tests for its existence (see also Kim et al. [139] ). For practical convenience and mathematical simplifications distributions of M B , s, and c are taken to be Gaussian. Looking at histograms of intrinsic values for stretch and colour of all SN in JLA dataset in Figure 3 .1 (also shown in N15), assumption of normal distribution seems acceptable at first order. The same approach was adopted in our works [164, 109] . On the contrary, Dai & Wang [60] use full Bayesian approach with MCMC sampling of SN Ia lightcurve parameters to improve correction technique and minimise the effect of wrong stretch and colour estimates.
A complete statistical analysis must also take care of misinterpreted SN Ia, or outliers in the sample. Commonly, the steps are the following: estimating intrinsic dispersion, selecting outliers, estimating coefficients of the standardisation relation (α and β) and finally fitting the cosmological parameters. Unfortunately this is an idealistic scenario, as modifying any of the steps may affect the others. Hence, a full analysis that performs all steps together is always preferred. For instance, the Bayesian method of Dai & Wang [60] also suggests that 11 more outliers should be removed from JLA dataset.
Selection bias
The observed distribution of SN Ia magnitudes, but also of other intrinsic SN Ia parameters correlated with it, are shaped by the instrumentation tendency to miss observing the faintest objects, known as selection bias [166] . Specifically, the supernovae that have higher s and lower c are more luminous and have higher probability of being observed compared to their companions on the same redshift (cf. Eq. (3.2) ). The same holds for M corr B , which, as we said, has a residual variance of σ int . The effect becomes significant when telescope flux limit is reached, hence, at the highest observable redshifts of each survey. Although JLA includes 4 different subsamples in redshift range 0 < z < 1.2, Malmquist bias is skewing the total parameter distributions seen in Figure 3 .1. A straightforward conclusion is that March et al. [167] assumptions of Gaussian distributions for SN parameters may afflict with the final inferences of the SN analysis (see also Wood-Vasey et al. [257] ). Indeed, even when used in different statistical approaches, it has an important impact on the constraints of several cosmological models [184, 226, 164] . Namely, the evidence for acceleration coming from JLA dataset, analysed with the kΛCDM model, is found to be less than 3σ, see Figure 3 .2. This initiated a range of criticism, among Fig. 3.2 The shift of confidence regions from B14 analysis (green) to N15 analysis (dashed) is attributed to a difference in treatment of SN stretches and colours. The two solid lines represent the flat model and the non-acceleration model. In fact, the evidence for acceleration drops from 3.3σ for B14 to 2.9σ for N15.
which, e.g., Rubin & Hayden [215] , who claim 4.2σ evidence using their method. Moreover, by adding other lowredshift observables, the evidence for acceleration is found to be strong [108, 109] .
Commonly, the selection effects are treated before the data is reduced, by usage of survey simulations and ad-hoc redshift-dependent adjustment of the observed apparent magnitudes to approximately cancel the estimated bias [57, 32] . Unfortunately, the drift of stretch and colour distributions due to selection bias is not corrected. This remaining Malmquist bias is the origin of the shift in N15 confidence contours, shown in Figure 3. 2. While the N15 Gaussian model for SN intrinsic parameters is not perfect, it is another step towards understanding SN Ia standardisation.
As we explained before, the observed mean of stretch (colour) is expected to increase (decrease) with respect to redshift. While the explicit functional form is unknown, it is certainly different from one to another subsample. Assumption of sample-dependent and redshift-dependent distributions for SN parameters could be used to confront the selection bias, as done in Hinton et al. [116] . Rubin & Hayden [215] try to model the truncation of the data ascribable to flux limit of the survey. Their approach is, on the other hand, criticised for using ad-hoc methods and redshift-dependent functions that include additional fitted parameters, but are not well motivated prior to application [137].
Baryon acoustic oscillations
Progressive improvements in the large-scale structure surveys like SDSS [81] over the last decade have provided us with an extremely useful way of detecting the BAO peak in the galaxy clustering correlation function. The utility of the BAO peak as a standard ruler has in turn made these observations a good complementary dataset to the SN Ia observations, which were the standalone dataset to constrain cosmological models at low-redshifts. Until more recently [7] [164, 263, 251, 23, 5, 128] that are comparable with the high-redshift CMB constraints.
In Alam et al. [7] , the results have also been presented in terms of D V and AP (hereafter D V &AP) parameter space. Also, the covariance between the D V and AP points is shown to be negligible. The D V observable corresponds to a spherical volume-averaged angular diameter distance, while the AP variable represents an anisotropy parameter. They are strictly isotropic and anisotropic components of the data and they provide similar sensitivity to the cosmological parameter constraints. On the contrary, D M (z) and H(z)r d variables (hereafter D M &H) are both anisotropic and the total information from the data is not necessarily distributed with the comparable sensitivity among these two components. Nevertheless, the D V &AP can be derived from the D M &H measurements and vice versa (c.f. Alam et al. [7] ). In a recent work [109] we have utilised the measurements of D V &AP and performed a selective analysis using the different constraints that one can obtain using these measurements individually. We have shown that D V and AP measurements are very different in nature to constrain the cosmological parameters and can in turn be used for model selection. The standard approach for assessing model selection using two different data obtained from independent sources, suffers from the disadvantage that the they have different systematics. This gives rise to a two way explanation for the possible different results coming from the independent datasets. The discrepancy in the constraints obtained from fitting the model to each of the two datasets might arise due to different systematics in different data or due to the wrongly assumed fitting model (that is not the true underlying model). In the case of D V &AP components of the BAO data, this problem is surpassed since the two components have considerably different ability to constrain the model, but they are coming from the same observation. A discrepancy in the constrains obtained from each of these components clearly indicates that the assumed model is incorrect (see also Verde et al. [246] ).
One last subtlety of the BAO data remains. The estimation of the sound horizon r d at drag epoch z d can be performed by either solving the Boltzmann code numerically or by using the approximate formulae that have been provided in the literature. This approach also provides a method to estimate the value of H 0 from the BAO data alone (see e.g. Wang et al. [249] ). The estimation of r d has for long been based on the approximate fitting formula developed in Eisenstein & Hu [80] . More recently, in Aubourg et al. [23] two new formulae have been proposed by also taking into account the contribution of neutrinos and possible additional relativistic species. These approximate formulae have been shown to be accurate up to a sub-percent level.
Cosmic expansion rate
Along with the cosmological constant problem, another very prominently discussed issue in the standard model of cosmology today regards the value of the present expansion rate, H 0 . Due to large systematic uncertainties, derived values of H 0 were for decades in the range 50 − 100, giving rise to one of the greatest debates in astronomy -the one that still remains. The Hubble constant is an important cosmological parameter whose independent and accurate estimate is crucial for the study of dark energy dynamics, spatial curvature, neutrino physics, general relativity, linear perturbation theory, SN physics, etc. Therefore, the present goal is to lower the uncertainty of H 0 to few percents. While the requirements for this goal are well understood in principle and simple to list, they are extremely difficult to fulfil in practice. In the following subsections we revise different methods in use for estimating the value of cosmic expansion rate.
Direct measurements
The direct measurements of the Hubble constant fully depend on the estimates of astronomical distances, since the high precision estimates of recession velocities are easily available from the spectra. Various methods for measuring distances include the use of Cepheids, SN Ia, masers, tip of the red giant branch (TRGB), Tully-Fisher relation, giant HII regions, pulsar binaries, etc. This was also one of the Hubble space telescope (HST) key projects, which in the final result achieved a 10% accuracy by combining several distance indicators: H 0 = 72 ± 8 [93] . The accuracy improved further in the follow-up Carnegie Hubble program reaching a 2.8% systematic uncertainty and H 0 = 74.3 ± 2.1 [94] .
In order to directly probe the rate of cosmic expansion it is necessary to accurately measure distance of astronomical objects far out in the Hubble flow where their peculiar velocities are little w.r.t. expansion rate. SN Ia are perfect for this task as they are the best distance indicators visible at very large distances, that also provide the tightest Hubble diagram in the range 0.02 z 0.1. As we explained in Section 3, SN Ia are not directly sensitive to Hubble speed due to the degeneracy with their luminosities, i.e. the intercept of the SN Hubble diagram is the sum of their mean absolute magnitude and the Hubble constant term. However, if one were able to assess the luminosity of SN Ia by other means, measurements of their distance moduli on the Hubble diagram would provide the H 0 estimate in the aftermath (cf. Eq. (3.1)) .
The necessary calibration of SN Ia luminosity can be done locally with an intermediate distance indicator such as Cepheid variable stars. Cepheids are also one of the best distance indicators in astronomy, thanks to the relation connecting their average luminosity to the period of luminosity variation and their intrinsic metallicity. Once the observations become sensitive enough to probe very distant Cepheids ( 60M pc or z 0.02), where their redshifts are dominated by the Hubble velocity, it will be possible to use them directly on the Hubble diagram. Estimating cosmological redshift of local Cepheids would require correcting the observed redshifts for relatively large peculiar velocities, but it requires the modelling of peculiar velocity field [255] . However, the most reliable methods for directly measuring cosmic distances (and H 0 ), which were also substantially developed in the last decade, use SN Ia in order to reach cosmic distances and the Hubble flow, by calibrate them locally with Cepheids or TRGBs. The approach of using Cepheids+SN Ia has been followed by SH 0 ES team [210, 209, 211, 206] . One of the first applications by Riess et al. [208] used 2 wellobserved SN Ia with typical shape and low reddening, and calibrated them with Cepheid populations observed in their host-galaxies. By comparing these local SN Ia to a sample of SN Ia observed farther in the Hubble flow, they found H 0 = 73 ± 4(stat) ± 5 (syst). The uncertainty was later reduced to 4.8% with more available data [210] .
It is important to say that the zero point of Leavitt's law for Cepheids [149] must also be calibrated in order to use them as distance indicators. This is done using geometrical distance estimators (called anchors), such as eclipsing binaries, parallax measurements, and masers. A parallel to SH 0 ES and an independent Hubble calibration programme that was using Cepheids+SN Ia provided a dissonant estimate of H 0 = 62.3 ± 1.3(stat) ± 5.0 (syst) [218] (see Figure 5.1 ). For the great part the mismatch between the two is caused by difference in calibration of Cepheids themselves. Concretely, the difference in the zero points of Cepheids' period-luminosity and period-colour relations lead to different Cepheid-based estimates for distances to SN Ia host galaxies [216] . Other quoted, possible systematic errors in this calibration of SN Ia include differences in Cepheids' populations observed locally and in SN host galaxies, such as metallicity; as well as instrumentation uncertainties between ground-based and space-based photometric zero points. These are summarised in Riess et al. [209] (hereafter R11), who confront them with several improvements. By increasing the number of Cepheids' observations and calibrated SN Ia, reducing the differences in Cepheid populations, but also by adding different independent anchors for absolute calibration of Cepheids, R11 provided a result of H 0 = 73.8 ± 2.4. Several systematical uncertainties considering Cepheids Our result, shown as the blue point, is not in significant disagreement with any of the two families. Starting point is the final result of the HST key project [93] . The green shaded area gathers the results based on the Cepheids+SN Ia data from the SH 0 ES team, in order: [208, 210, 209, 76, 211, 206] . The red shaded areas are from the WMAP mission, in order: [231, 230, 141, 142, 115] , and from the Planck mission, in order: [193, 195, 196] . We additionally show three independent direct measurements based on Cepheid and TRGB calibrations by [218, 236, 122] , in order, as non-shaded green points that have yielded lower values of H 0 . The results are sorted by the publishing date on horizontal axis. treatment and estimates of anchor distances were addressed by Efstathiou [76] (see also [61] ), who reanalysed the data of R11 and reached the value of H 0 = 72.5 ± 2.5. Further improvements by Riess et al. [211] [18] to H 0 = 73.06 ± 1.76, by addressing stellar association bias for observations of Cepheids. Even more, the zero point calibration of Cepheids has recently been improved with parallax measurements of Galactic Cepheids, reported in Riess et al. [206] (hereafter R18) and leading to H 0 = 73.45 ± 1.66, as shown in Figure 5 .1.
On the contrary, the study of Tammann & Reindl [236] used TRGB as independent distance indicator (instead of Cepheids) to calibrate SN Ia, reaching again a lower value of H 0 = 64.0±2.5. However, later independent results based on TRGB-calibrated SN Ia yield somewhat higher value, such as H 0 = 71.2 ± 2.5 [122] . Presently, TRGB are limited in comparison to Cepheids, regarding the number of SN Ia they cover, as well as their zero point calibration [29] . The situation will greatly improve with the data coming from the Gaia mission [97] . Gaia will improve geometric Cepheid calibration based on parallax measurements, it will provide a better measurement of distance to LMC, and it will also provide a parallax calibration of TRGB. The combination of TRGB and SN Ia will ultimately give an H 0 estimate completely independent of both Cepheid variables and the LMC anchor [29] . As primary distance indicators, TRGB are more promising than Cepheids for SN Ia calibration, since they are found in galaxies of different types, while Cepheids are found only in spirals.
The historically unconcordant value of H 0 and the complexity of measurement methods are still leaving space for suspicion considering the control of systematic errors, and consequently asking for a variety of approaches. A different approach towards measuring Hubble constant is followed by the Megamaser cosmology project (MCP) that is aiming to determine geometric distances to several H 2 O megamasers in galaxies well into the Hubble flow [203] . Their most recent estimate of H 0 = 69.3 ± 4.2 (tot) is based on four independent megamaser distances [204, 147, 146, 98] , but the statistical uncertainty can decrease further with more megamaser observations. Several reanalyses of the SH 0 ES data were performed in the search for systematic errors, e.g. [76, 260, 85, 89] . The high value of local expansion rate obtained from Cepheids+SN Ia was confirmed using observations in the NIR-band of the SN rest frame-Dhawan et al. [69] found H 0 = 72.8 ± 3.2. A very recent estimate of H 0 = 71.0 ± 2.8(stat) ± 2.1 (syst) [87] is based on a different technique that uses HII galaxies and giant HII regions as distance indicators. Their estimate of distance is emerging from the correlation between the turbulent emission lines velocity dispersion of the ionised gas and their integrated Hβ-line luminosity [237] . Another way of measuring H 0 emerges from the effect of strong gravitational lensing. Light coming from high redshift sources bends around the clustered matter at lower redshifts, while the deflected light rays result in multiple images of the same source. Considering the time delay between these multiple images (TDSL) and assuming ΛCDM model, Bonvin et al. [39] get H 0 = 71.9 +3.0 −2.4 (see also Liao et al. [155] for TDSL of gravitational waves). All of the cited direct H 0 measurements up to date are consistent among them.
The latest multi-messenger detection of neutron star merger using both gravitational waves and electromagnetic waves [3, 4, 103, 220] , provided for the first time a possibility to use the gravitational wave detection as a standard siren for measuring luminosity distance to the source and, with it, the present cosmic expansion rate [1] . This event provided a less precise measurement of H 0 = 70 +12 −8 , but it demonstrates a very promising technique. One more exciting method of measuring H 0 starts with estimation of distances to the clusters of galaxies using the ratio of their X-ray emission and Sunayev-Zel'dovich effect (SZ). Although the last estimate with this method from Bonamente et al. [36] , who uses 38 clusters, has very large error bars due to older data and large systematics, the latest SZ cluster measurements from Planck collaboration data are bound to provide a more competitive figure [194, 40] .
H 0 as a cosmological parameter
A few methods listed above are not exactly direct measurements of Hubble speed, since they rely on the assumption of a fiducial cosmological model for the data analysis. Furthermore, there are many different classes of astrophysical observables that can be fitted with a cosmological model where H 0 constitutes as a fitting parameter. The strongest constraint is coming from the CMB anisotropy observations. In fact, the latest result by Planck Collaboration et al. [196] reports H 0 = 66.93 ± 0.62 based on the full CMB analysis (see their Table 8 , last column). It is clear that this model-dependent estimate has lower value of H 0 compared to the most recent direct measurements. Specifically, there is a large tension with the measurement based on Cepheids and SN Ia-the latest one from Riess et al. [206] is 3.3σ away from P16 value (cf. Figure 5 .1). However, P16 is not in tension with the direct measurement of Tammann & Reindl [236] , who got H 0 = 64.0 ± 2.5 based on SN Ia calibrated with TRGB observations. The straightforward question is whether the discrepancy in H 0 estimates is asking for even better control on systematics in these experiments, or it points towards new physics beyond what is by now commonly known as the concordance model. Direct measurements of the cosmic expansion rate at distant redshifts is also possible. Jimenez & Loeb [124] pro-posed the differential age (DA) method, which uses pairs of passively-evolving red galaxies found at similar redshifts (let's say: z and z+∆z) to estimate dz/dt. Characteristic spectral properties of these early-type, massive, elliptical galaxies help us to determine their age, which has made them popular as cosmic chronometers. Assuming that the same type of galaxies at close-by redshifts formed at almost the same cosmic time, the measured difference of their ages is equal to difference in our perceived age of the Universe at these two close-by redshifts: ∆t(z) = t(z + ∆z) − t(z). The Hubble parameter at redshift z is easily related to this measure
There have been by now 31 uncorrelated H(z) points reported by different sources, all of which used the same model for galactic age estimation [228, 233, 180, 181, 179, 261, 202] . Obviously, the estimate of H 0 is possible to obtain from a fit of these points assuming a specific theoretical form of the H(z) function. Since the DA method has a limited precision, the cosmological fit of CC does not have very strong constraints on fitting parameters, including H 0 [49] . Nevertheless, CC can be combined with other lowredshift data that strongly constrain the functional slope of the cosmic expansion, H(z)/H 0 , leading to substantial improvements on the estimate of the scaling constant, H 0 , from CC data.
Often, the BAO data are used for determination of the Hubble parameter by means of the fitting formula [80] for the value of sound horizon at drag epoch, which depends on H 0 (see e.g. Gaztañaga et al. [100] , Aubourg et al. [23] , Cheng & Huang [50] , Wang et al. [249] ). We do not use Eisenstein fitting formula for estimating H 0 from the BAO data alone, but instead use H 0 r d as the fitting parameter. In such a way BAO analysis alone does not give direct constraint on H 0 nor r d , as these two parameters appear degenerate. In order to extend the discussion on the tension of H 0 values coming from direct measurements of R16 and ΛCDM-based analysis of P16, we adopted the approach of estimating H 0 from low-redshift observables as an independent result [164, 109] . Specifically, our result for H 0 is arising from the CC data, while SN Ia and BAO data constrain only the other cosmological parameters that define H(z)/H 0 .
Constraints on cosmological models
In this section we summarise the constraints obtained using the data aforementioned. We consider both N15 and B14 Supernovae analysis methods and also compare the constraints obtained from these methods also in a combined analysis. A joint analysis of SN Ia, CC and BAO datasets allows us to break the degeneracies between parameters such as M b , H 0 and r d and to compare these constraints with those obtained using high-redshift CMB or local distance-ladder measurements of H 0 . As the three datasets are independent, we evaluate the total likelihood as the product of the likelihoods of each individual datasets. Therefore, for FLRW models L tot = L SN L CC L BAO , while for LTB cosmologies we do not consider the BAO dataset.
We use the well known Akaike information criteria (AIC) [6] and Bayesian information critereia (BIC) [222] for model selection. Comparing the AIC or BIC values obtained for two different models using the same data, the model with lower value of AIC or BIC remains to be the preferred model (c.f. [224, 164, 108, 109] ).
The results in this section are presented for the comparison of the different SN Ia analysis methods and then the comparison of different components of the BAO data and then we proceed to comment on our joint analysis using all the datasets in the framework of Friedmann cosmologies. We finally present our constraints on the inhomogeneous LTB model.
Results focusing on SN Ia data
Typically, SN Ia parameters, and specifically the peak absolute magnitude, are derived directly from the fit, since they depend on cosmological model. The degeneracy of absolute magnitude and Hubble radius (cf. Eq. (3.1)) can be broken once SN Ia are fitted together with another observable that is directly sensitive to H 0 . In our combined fit this is possible thanks to the cosmic chronometers that enable us to constrain the cosmic expansion rate and the SN Ia luminosity at once. Table 6 .1 lists our best estimate for the mean corrected value of SN Ia absolute magnitude, but also all other SN Ia intrinsic parameters obtained in the joint ΛCDM fit of JLA+BAO+CC. Our result for the corrected B-band abso- Table 6 .1 SN Ia intrinsic parameters from the combined ΛCDM fit of JLA+BAO+CC using B14 method for SN standardisation. Similarly, we present the SN parameters obtained with the N15 method. In this model SN is characterised with eight intrinsic astrophysical parameters: six for the normal distributions N(M 0 , σ M 0 ), N(s 0 , σ s 0 ) and N(c 0 , σ c 0 ), and two constant correction coefficients α and β of Eq. (3.2). The Table 6 .2 Results for the SN Ia intrinsic parameters from the combined ΛCDM fit of JLA+BAO+CC using N15 model. Table 6 .2 are consistent and almost the same as in our earlier work [164] , although here we used a substantially updated BAO data in the joint fit (see Section 4). The N15 method specifically differs in the treatment of residual variation from the previous method, where it is added to the data error bars. We can see that the variation of the corrected absolute magnitude, σ M 0 = 0.11, is not small compared to the typical stretch and colour correction terms, α σ s 0 = 0.13 and β σ c 0 = 0.22, respectively. It is also larger than the typical host galaxy mass correction term used in the previous method ∼ 1 2 ∆M = 0.035. Interestingly enough, we find the best-fit results for the SN parameters to be nearly independent of the cosmological model under consideration. As the only exception, a stronger correlation between cosmological and SN parameters is seen for the value of the mean absolute magnitude that is related to H 0 and through it with other cosmological parameters. Peculiarly, the Ω m shift in Figure 3 .2 affects also the joint analysis that uses N15 model, leading to a lower best-fit of H 0 = 68.2 and a lower mean value of the absolute magnitude, M 0 = −19.13 than in the first model. We also note an excellent agreement of α and β correction factors, even though the two analyses use different SN modelling.
We have presented the results for the joint analysis using the N15 method of the SN Ia analysis in [108] . Although, it remains that the evidence for acceleration from the SN Ia data alone reduces in the kΛCDM plane, while the joint analysis and wCDM model do predict a strong evidence for the same.
The red point in Figure 6 .1 represents the power-law model with best-fit n = 1.08 ± 0.04 (see Eq. (2.14)). However, note that this joint analysis is performed only with the isotropic D V BAO data and also with the inclusion of gamma ray burst (GRB) dataset 2 . The use of GRB allows us to explore the models at much higher redshifts, contributing to 2 Please refer to Wei [250] , Amati et al. [14, 15, 13] , Haridasu et al. [108] for more detailed discussion on the GRB dataset. The black point marks the 5.38σ evidence for acceleration from joint analysis. This figure is taken from Haridasu et al. [108] .
the necessary information criteria to perform model selection. 
Results focusing on BAO data
The current BAO data owing to its precise measurements now reigns to be the most constraining dataset in the redshift range of 0 < z < 2.5. In Haridasu et al. [109] we have utilised the most recent BAO datasets to test the constraints obtained using the isotropic D V and anisotropic AP components separately. Interestingly, we find that the AP measurements give a lower value of Ω m for ΛCDM and all the standard extensions, while the D V measurements give higher values of the same with very similar power to constrain the mean value. In Table 6 .4 we show the best-fit parameters to ΛCDM model using individual observables and their combinations. The Ω m estimates obtained using the D V and AP components separately for ΛCDM model show a mild disagreement of 2.1σ. Addison et al. [5] have reported a tension of ∼ 2.4σ between the low-redshift galaxy-clustering BAO data and the older high-redshift Lyman-α data. We find this tension still remains, however slightly lowered, as the Lyman-α measurements have been revised with larger dispersions [28, 75] . However, a detailed comprehension on this tension needs to be further explored. We find that the AP component plays a very crucial role, as it gives necessary contributions to obtain flatness in kΛCDM and shows better sensitivity to the EOS parameter in wCDM model. As we perform a comparative study of D V vs. AP, we refrain from using the three D V only measurements at z = 0.106, 0.15, 1.52. However, we find that the e.g. ΛCDM constrains are only mildly affected by their inclusion (see also Addison et al. [5] ).
Joint analysis
In this section we summarise the constraints obtained from the joint analysis of BAO+SN+CC data. In table 6.5 we show our findings from Haridasu et al. [109] on the constraints on the cosmological parameters. We find that the estimates for H 0 and Ω m are consistent among all the models considered here. Note the low value of Ω m obtained for the w 0 w a CDM model alone.
Also, D M &H data alone shows that the standard model is in agreement only at 2.2σ in kwCDM model. Here the correlation between the two free parameters Ω k and w is such that, reducing either of the degree of freedom tends to converge towards ΛCDM. We have shown that assuming the A15 formula while fitting the w 0 w a CDM model tends to improve the agreement with the standard model. While not using the A15 standard model is agreeable at 1σ. As it was shown that the A15 formula is to sub-percent level accurate, it remains to be understood if this result indicates a necessary modification to the physics of the early universe.
Among the models we have tested, the one parameter exten- sion models -kΛCDM and wCDM -are very well in agreement with the standard model. The two parameter extension models -kwCDM and w 0 w a CDM -clearly need to be better understood, and are possibly indicating a need for new physics (see also [186, 189] ).
Comment on acceleration
The BAO data have been able to provide much more significant evidence for the same in kΛCDM scenario at 5.8σ (see also [22] ). However, in the wCDM scenario BAO data has been unable to provide a significant evidence [109, 160] . Finally, in the joint analysis we find an evidence of 8.4σ. Non-accelerating power-law cosmologies have also been of keen interest in this respect. Tutusaus et al. [243] have implemented several evolving magnitude models in the SN Ia analysis and showed that in such scenarios the evidence for acceleration significantly reduces and it yet remains to be understand the true nature of the SN Ia physics/phenomenon. The high-redshift CMB data -even with its very strong ability to constrain the cosmological models -is only able to indicate an accelerated phenomenon for a constant EOS dark energy scenario. CMB data by itself is unable to provide any significant constrains or indications for a dynamical nature of dark energy. In [263] , a 3.5σ evidence for a dynamic dark energy has been quoted by performing an hybrid analysis to reconstruct the EOS using model-independent Principal component analysis with a model-dependent Friedmann background.
Constraints on LTB model
Besides the classical FLRW cosmologies we have explored an alternative model of inhomogeneous Universe. Ever since the discovery of accelerated expansion, based on SN Ia data, LTB models have been widely tested against cosmological observables [48, 11, 234, 262] . In particular the analyses of void models using SN Ia data indicated that we live in a large underdensity of the Gpc scale, e.g. Garcia-Bellido & Haugbølle [99] . Several matter density profiles have been considered, with the general conclusion that the size of the void is more robustly constrained, while the assumption about the shape is flexible [84] .
Linear scalar perturbation theory for background LTB model was needed to be developed from the scratch as it is different from FLRW scenario [265, 54, 266] . Likewise, Alonso et al. [12] address several aspects of numerical simulations of large scale structure evolution in an inhomogeneous background. Not surprisingly, for analysis of the BAO data in inhomogeneous models, one has to start from the first principles. The distance measures and the proper physical length depend not only on time but also on the radial coordinates, demanding an adequate treatment of the BAO peak observations. Zumalacárregui et al. [268] use BAO measurements to rule out giant void models, independent of other observational constraints. Vargas et al. [245] found that BAO constraints of LTB model disagree from those coming from SN Ia. Bull et al. [42] showed that giant void models with inhomogeneous Big Bang times can be constructed to fit the SN Ia data, WMAP small-angle CMB power spectrum, and the local measurements of H 0 simultaneously. However, Amendola et al. [17] show that the predicted kinematic SunyaevZeldovich signal in such models is severely incompatible with existing constraints, which together with other cosmological observables rules out the giant void models.
In Luković et al. [164] we have tested LTB model against SN Ia and CC data, but we did not use BAO data in order to avoid some subtle issues regarding the effects from the spatial dependence of the background dynamics. The parameter constraints are shown in Figure 6 .3. Consistently with previous studies, our results show that the void model is capable of explaining the analysed data without DE component, but by breaking the Hubble scale homogeneity. The large size of the void brings questions regarding our spatial position inside of it. Alnes & Amarzguioui [10] found that the observer has to be located almost at the centre of the void, ∼ 1% of the void radius, in order not to introduce a too large and stay consistent with the dipole measurements coming from the CMB spectra. Constraining the observer to be effectively at the on-centre location is a very special and improbable position that is against the Copernican principle.
Besides the void size, we estimated the value of H 0 = 64.2 ± 1.9, which is in strong tension with the direct measurements, and even lower than the ΛCDM-based estimate. Indeed, the classical void model without cosmological constant is known to have a lower fitting value of H 0 [183] , which was also used as an argument for dismissing inhomogeneous cosmologies [209] . The peculiarity of LTB model is that value of the present expansion rate is not the same inside the void and for the background solution. The low matter density at the void centre is boosting the expansion, and it ensures the higher value of present expansion rate inside than outside the inhomogeneity.
The incompatibility of LTB models with cosmological observations, together with characteristic radially dependent expansion rate, encouraged remodelling the inhomogeneous cosmologies [176] . A cosmological model that features a large scale matter inhomogeneity in a background ΛCDM model is performing much better in data analysis than the classical LTB model without cosmological constant [118] . Tokutake et al. [238] demonstrate how this ΛLTB model is able to provide a better agreement with local Hubble rate measurements. Even more, its radial profile of the expansion rate allows for a lower value of the asymptotic background solution, resolving the discrepancy between the locally measured and the CMB-estimated values of H 0 .
We have considered a flat ΛLTB solution that has a matter density profile followed by an inhomogeneous DE density profile in a flat geometry. Our analysis of low-redshift data showed that flat ΛLTB is disfavoured w.r.t standard ΛCDM model [164] . However, we note that the situation changes for an open curvature ΛLTB model that has both matter density and curvature profiles, as used in Tokutake et al. [238] . The cosmic metric that is based on ΛLTB solution locally and asymptotically converges to ΛCDM metric provides a framework for studying the effects of inhomogeneities in standard cosmological model. Furthermore, it can play an important role in precise reconstruction of the cosmic metric that is necessary for future data [19] .
Hubble constant issue
Ever since the HST key project (KP hereafter), the extraordinary improvements in the direct determination of the distance ladder were followed by the strikingly stringent estimates of Hubble constant coming from CMB anisotropy observations. The most recent direct measurement for the present expansion rate of H 0 = 73.45 ± 1.66 by R18 has a large discrepancy of 3.7σ compared to the latest estimate coming from P16, which is based on the concordance model, H 0 = 66.93 ± 0.62. This situation gave rise to many recent discussions [91] . The first obvious possibility for the origin of tension may be the presence of significant systematic errors in one or both estimates. Otherwise, taking the two results at face values indicates that ΛCDM model is unable to concord with the description of the early universe with the local measurements. One suggested modification of the standard model in order to arrive to higher value of H 0 from the CMB analysis is to consider larger number of relativistic species in the early universe [30] . Indeed, increasing the number of neutrino species in ΛCDM model reduces the size of the sound horizon, which in effect changes the fit to CMB data.
The best way to check whether the origin of the tension lays in systematical errors or in wrong theoretical predictions is to aim for other independent results that confirm one of the two. Most of the direct measurements prefer high value of H 0 , but none of them is reporting so small uncertainty as R18 and are not in significant tension with P16 (cf. Figure 5 .1). Our approach was to use independent low-redshift (z 2) data and provide the estimate of the expansion rate that is based on the observations of cosmic chronometers. In order to fit the data we used a number of different FLRW and inhomogeneous cosmologies, so our result depends on model assumptions and the interplay of cosmological parameters. Nevertheless, our conclusions about the standard ΛCDM model are fully representable in Ω m −H 0 plane. Interestingly, our result of H 0 = 69.41 ± 1.76 lays in the middle of the two main values in tension, and is not in a significant disagreement with any of them (see Figure 7 .1).
In fact, it is ∼ 1.3σ away from the estimate of P16 and ∼ 1.6σ away from the direct measurement of R18. The result of SH 0 ES team emerges from the fit of SN Ia at z 0.15, which are calibrated with Cepheids. In order to fit the SN Ia sample, R16/R18 does not use a cosmological model but a Taylor expansion of Hubble parameter around z ≈ 0 with an assumed deceleration parameter of q 0 = 0.55 (corresponds to Ω m = 0.3 in ΛCDM). The Hubble constant is simply the offset value of this Taylor expansion. As their final result depends on this assumption, R16 add the systematical uncertainty of H 0 estimate due to small variation of q 0 parameter. Although our result is between the two, it is still decreasing the probability for the concordance model, since we find using the index of inconsistency measure (see Lin & Ishak [156] ) that the total disagreement of all three is 4.2 [108] . Searching for a minimal variant of standard cosmological model that provides better description of the astrophysi-cal data, one has to consider different modifications that are correlated with estimate of H 0 parameter. Broadly speaking, the extended CMB analyses that consider more free parameters than the base ΛCDM model are expected to have more loose constraints on present expansion rate and decrease the tension. However, when the CMB data is combined with direct expansion rate measurements, the constraints on other cosmological parameters are bound to change from their base values in order to accommodate for the H 0 shift [211] . This is exactly the case when we relax the assumption on the neutrino species only to conclude that a joint CMB+H 0 fit arrives at higher number of relativistic species than in base cosmological model. In any case, this change would not affect our conclusions for the ΛCDM model, since our procedure does not depend on assumptions about the sound horizon length and our H 0 value is determined by CC. Similarly, Di Valentino et al. [70] considers many additional cosmological parameters in an extended ΛCDM model, and by reevaluating the CMB analysis with the R16 measurement they do not find the tension. However, their estimate of w = −1.29
+0.15
−0.12 is ∼ 2.2σ away from our result of w = −0.92±0.08 coming from combined analysis of low-redshift data. Several works use the H 0 tension to strengthen the evidence either for a DE component or for modified gravity [217, 71, 263] . On the contrary, Marra et al. [168] show how the inhomogeneities in the cosmic metric can produce a higher value of local expansion rate, while Wojtak & Prada [256] claim the higher H 0 value is expected in a model with redshift remapping.
In every cosmological model the age of the Universe, t 0 , is directly related to the value of present expansion rate. Therefore, in Figure 7 .1 we also plot the three isochrones that would correspond to the cosmic ages of 13.2, 13.7, and 14.2 Gyr in the standard model. There is a quite good convergence to the range of t 0 = (13.7 ± 0.5) Gyr coming from absolute ages of stellar systems and different classes of observations [92, 38, 177] . The age predictions of our and P16 best-fit ΛCDM models perfectly agree with these, while the R18 value is pulling towards a slightly younger Universe.
Summary
We have utilised the most recent low-redshift data to test the cosmological models, specifically to access the current state of discrepancy in the estimate of the present expansion rate, evidence for acceleration, and phenomenological study of DE component. We find that the high-redshift CMB estimate of H 0 is very well consistent with the low-redshift estimate in the ΛCDM scenario, while it still remains discrepant with the higher local distance ladder estimate. This combined discrepancy among the three estimates of H 0 could indicate a need for better modelling of the universe.
Testing for the present cosmic acceleration using the lowredshift data, we find an evidence of 5.8σ from BAO data alone and 8.4σ from our joint analysis in the kΛCDM scenario. Now that the evidence for acceleration is much more significant and pronounced, it demands for a robust cosmological modelling, and to make progressive steps towards a better understanding of DE. We have subsequently shown that the power-law and the linear coasting cosmologies have been unable to compare with the standard model in utilising the information criteria for same. However, given the arguments for these models and several modifications to the analyses methods that would provide contrary results, they yet demand a need to be tested more robustly to arrive at conclusive results. Given the strong evidence for acceleration the quest remains to test its nature and access the dynamics. Among the several directions to proceed, model-independent analysis and improved phenomenological approaches can provide better insights in to the dynamics that can ease the theoretical modelling.
In our work we find mild deviations from the ΛCDM in the two parameter extended kwCDM and w 0 w a CDM scenarios using the most recent BAO data. However, it must be kept in mind that none of the low-redshift data provide stringent need for a curvature-free cosmological model. This could in fact be an indication for a dynamic nature of DE. We also studied a LTB model with a Gaussian profile, which is strongly disfavoured with respect to the concordance model by information criteria, such as AIC/BIC or Bayes factor.
The upcoming opportunities to obtain more observational data (see e.g. [148] and [66] ) will pave the way for a more exciting era to study cosmological models. Those will increment our ability to test the models to higher degree of precision and allow us to make more informed inferences towards understanding the physics of the components of our universe. 
